Mid-size roster: ready to ride

Many players vie for a job in the starting lineup, so tractor manufacturers—veterans and rookies—are eager to supply the talent. From established hitters like JI Case, John Deere, Ford, Jacobsen and Kubota to Honda, the newest walk-on, comes no shortage of midsize tractors on the market.

Reasons vary for selecting one make or model over another, ranging from budget, reliability, product loyalty, ease of operation and operating cost concerns to attachment and servicing availability and performance.

Although not a complete list, here are some of the utility player choices for managers large and small.

**JI Case** introduces a new line of smaller tractors in its 1100 Series; machines equipped with 19-, 23- and 27-hp diesel engines. The tractors are designed with golf course, estate, park and farm settings in mind.

The three-cylinder engines feature direct fuel injection and a choice of mower sizes and arrangements are available. Also optional is an auxiliary hydraulic valve.

Front end loaders are available in the larger two models and backhoes; rotary tillers and box scrapers are other options for the line.

Case's 95 Series ranges in models from 35 to 85 PTO hp and eight-speed creeper transmission. The company's Model 275 sports a 31 hp engine.

**Circle No. 306 on Inquiry Card**

**Cushman**'s Front Line series offers both gas and diesel powered machines with a selection of mowers and maintenance tools to perform a variety of tasks. Power plants range from 22 and 27 hp gas models and 22 hp diesels, with both three and four-wheel drive options.

Mowing options include 60- and 72-inch front-mounted decks and a 61-inch flail mower. A 16-bushel grass caddy is also optional.

Among other attachments are a core destroyer, used after aeration which pulverizes cores. Cushman says the device covers 115,000 square feet per hour. Also available: a front-mounted 60-inch brush, snow blower and snow blade, tine rake dethatcher and front-mounted blower.

**Circle No. 307 on Inquiry Card**

**John Deere** offers two lines including midsize tractors for both grounds care and golf and turf settings. Three hydrostatic compact tractors equipped with 20 to 30 hp engines include the 755, 855 and 955 models. Five compact utility tractor models from 670 to 1070 are driven by 18.5 to 38.5 hp power plants. Two lawn and garden class tractors—the 400 and 300 series—come with 20, 18 and 16 hp engines.

All are diesel powered, and a wide array of "category one" attachments are available, including mowers, collection systems, aerators, loaders, snow blowers and throwers, backhoes, tillers, posthole diggers, front and rear blades, thatchers, dumpcarts, cultivators and other daily use options, offerings common among other manufacturers as well.

**Circle No. 308 on Inquiry Card**

**Ford New Holland** offers seven midsizers ranging in power from 14.7 to 42.6 hp and optional hydrostatic transmission on the four smaller models. Creeper gear in the larger tractors gives eight workings speeds less than 1 mph.

The all-diesel line also has different mower and landscaping optional attachments including mower configurations, many standard implements as well as disc harrows, cultivators, box scrapers, landscape rakes, windrow inverters...
Gravely midsizers come with many attachments. Honda's H6522 diesel tractor enters the market.


Gravely's established smaller line varies from lower-powered 14 hp up to 24 hp models with Kohler-equipped engines. The 24 hp model is powered by an Onan engine.

More than 20 attachments are available and a mower surface cut of 100 inches is possible when the company's 44 inch wing mower works in tandem with the 60-inch center attachment. Snow blower, snow blade and power brush attachments, for parking lot maintenance are readily available as are three styles of grass catchers and four sizes of center mount mowers.
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Honda introduced the H6522 diesel tractor last year and full-scale marketing and sales are expected this season.

The 22 hp diesel accepts "category one" implements including a front-end loader, backhoe, snow thrower, dozer blades among other options.

The company says its three-cylinder, liquid-cooled power plant has a direct fuel injection system which saves fuel. Nine forward and three reverse speeds make up the transmission. Two- and four-wheel-drive versions are available.
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Honda introduced the H6522 diesel tractor last year and full-scale marketing and sales are expected this season.

From Jacobsen comes both a traditional midsizer and a choice that defies the "looks-like-a-duck, walks-like-a-duck" rule.

The company's 45 hp G-20D diesel utility tractor has eight speeds and a three-point hitch. Creeper gear is also available on this lighter vehicle.

A double-take may be required for the company's G-4X4 Plus four-wheel drive utility tractor which features a low center of gravity and wide stance for stability. Beyond standard front-mount mower, brush and snow equipment, the G-4X4 Plus has front and rear three-point hitches and accepts an array of "category one" attachments. The power plant is a 32 hp Kubota diesel. Four reverse gears also are built in.
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Kubota offers wide choices in its B-Series and L-Series tractor lines and accessories.

New from the company are L-Series models L4350, L4850 and L5450 with power plants from 38 to 49 hp. The three diesels were introduced late last year.

Designed specifically for light construction, grounds maintenance and nursery and agricultural settings, the models feature a wet clutch system Kubota says is designed for long life. Hydraulic transmissions are on all three models with a mechanical shuttle transmission option for the L4350. The complete Kubota tractor catalogue ranges in models from 10 to 85 hp.
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Ransomes offers its Turftrak System in three engine options including 16.5 hp Kubota diesel, 20 hp Onan gasoline and 21 hp Kubota gasoline engines. The line will be available at dealerships soon.

Among attachments are included a rotary broom, power blower, lawn sweeper, snow blower, dozer blades, sand trap blade, aerator, slip scoop and disc edger.

Mowing options including three hydraulically driven front and rear rollers and rotary mower decks in 60- and 72-inch widths.

Ransomes Jaguar 4000 mower series offers six models ranging in 17 hp to 27 hp selections. The 24 hp and 27 hp models are gas-powered; the 17 hp and 23 hp feature diesel power plants.
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